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for today? It is a strange and unreal situation they say. The suggestion is

that we must depart from the solid rock of God's Word and put our trust upon

the shifting sands of hnspeculation and human thought.

As a matter of fact, that it is just here that the difference lies. Human

speculation must go forward. Human thought must progress, though sometimes

it progresses in tone direction and sometimes in the opposite direction. In

all that God has not revealed to us, it is our duty to make progress and think

and consider and go forw4rd ad far as possible, but in this rock, we have a

solid rock upon which we can stand and upon which we must build.

Now if this seems utterly unreasonable it is because people have not

thought it through and seen it as exactly what it means. The essential matter

in this connection is to recognize the reality of God, the fact that God exists,

and that God is a person.

Personality and personal ity is one of the common facts of human

life. As walk through the forest you come to a house and

as you see the beams of timber all cut and arranged in a certain order, as you

see a certain, you see that they are put up in such a way as to accomplish

something. You see certain things happenng. You know that a man has planned

it, that a man has done the work, that a man has overseen the results. You

go down here to the Railroad Station and you see trains coming in and trains

ag
ng out accordi~ngto~-a-~~sche~ule. You see a regularity about It., all.

see many men working together to accomplish definite results. at
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all of 4ètT4 b4r would think that .k 1i ,fure chance or
accidenflt.

would know that there 4a plan back of it. Otherwise there would be
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chaosand no alailroad system. If find winn-tèe-.¬.t trainhY
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stand around for a few days

study o9-1t--6TnT--1V4JMV all hen The A2e2xLt~r

However, it much easier-way to get ahlJ13 a
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